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ABSTRACT 

As a result of the renewed interest for the distributed power generation (DG); meanly because of 
the constraints on the traditional power generation besides the great development in the DG 
technologies, increasing amounts of DG are being used. To accommodate this new type of 
generation, the existing network should be utilized and developed in an optimal manner. This 
paper presents an optimal proposed approach to determine the optimal sitting and sizing of DG 
with multi-system constraints to achieve a single or multi-objectives using genetic algorism (GA). 
The Linear Programming (LP) is used not only to confirm the optimization results obtained by GA 
but also to investigate the influences of varying ratings and locations of DG on the objective 
functions. The methodology is implemented and tested on a real section of the West Delta sub-
transmission network, as a part of Egypt network. Results are presented, demonstrating that the 
proper sitting and sizing of DG are important to improve the voltage profile, increase the spinning 
reserve, reduce the power flow in critical lines and reduce the system power losses.  

تحظى المولدات الموزعة باهتمام متزايد وذلك نظراً للقيود الكثيرة على وحدات التوليد التقليديدة وعلى 
 .ضرورة مد خطوط نقل جديدة باإلضافة إلي التطور الهائل لتقنيات المولدات الموزعة

حديد السعة والمواضع المثلى  لتالچينية متعددة دوال األهداف الخوارزميات  باستخداميقدم هذا البحث أسلوباً مقترحاً
للمولدات الموزعة لتحقيق مجموعة من االهداف التى يرجى تعظيمها للحصول على أمثل أداء للشبكة بدخول تلك 
الوحدات، كما أن البرمجة الخطية استخدمت ايضاً فى هذا البحث ليس فقط لتأكيد نتائج األسلوب المقترح والذي 

چينية ولكن أيضا الستشعار مدى تأثير تغيير كالً من سعة ومكان المولدات الالخوارزميات يعتمد على تقنية 
 .الموزع على تعظيم األهداف المراد تحقيقها مع المحافظة على حدود النظام المسموح بها

 تمت الدراسة على جانب من شبكة غرب الدلتا كجزء من شبكة النقل  بجمهورية مصر العربية، وأكدت 
أن السعة والمواضع المثلى للمولدات الموزعة يسهمان بشكل كبير فى تحسين جهود قضبان الطريقة المقترحة ب

األحمال بالشبكة، وزيادة القدرات االحتياطية للمولدات، وتقليل تعدى سريان القدرة في خطوط النقل وكذلك تقليل 
 .مفاقيد القدرة في نظم القوى الكهربية

Keywords: Distributed power generation, Genetic algorithm, Leaner programming, Voltage profile 
improvement, Spinning reserve increasing, Line loss reduction and Line flow 
reduction. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1. General 
A study by the Electric Power Research Institute 
(EPRI) indicates that by 2010, 25% of the new 
generation will be distributed; and a study by the 
Natural Gas Foundation concluded that this figure 
could be as high as 30% [1]. 

Some of the reasons for an increasing share of DG 
in different countries has summarized in [2]. 
1.2. DG Definition, Issues and Benefits 
1.2.1. DG definition  

To get a definition for the DG, a short survey of 
the literature shows that there is no consensus. [3]. 

The IEEE defines DG the generation of electricity 
by facilities that are sufficiently smaller than central 
generating plants to allow interconnection at nearly 

any point in a power system [3]. 
 

The Electric Power Research Institute defines DG 
as generation from ‘a few kilowatts up to 50 MW’ 
[1]. 

In references [1-4], a large number of terms and 
definitions is used in relation to DG. 

Different issues to get a common definition [1-4]: 
Services supplied; the purpose of DG is to 

provide a source of active electric power.  
Voltage level (transmission/ distribution); most 

authors see DG as being connected to the distribution 
network, but some few authors allow DG to be 
connected to the transmission grid. The idea of being 
closely to the loads is more accepted without any 
distinction on the voltage levels. 

Generation capacity (MW); the rating of DG is 
dependant of the capacity of the system it placed in.  
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Power delivery area; some authors define the 
power delivery area, e.g. all power ge A. A. Abou El-
Ela, S. M. Allam and M. M. Shatla, "Maximal 
Optimal Benefits of Distributed Generation using 
Genetic Algorithms"nerated by DG is used within the 
distribution network. In certain circumstances, 
defining the power delivery area is not very helpful. 

Generation technology; the term-DG often is 
used in combination with renewable energy 
technology [5]; however, the technology that can be 
used is not limited.  

Environmental impact; often DG technologies 
are described as more environmentally friendly than 
centralized generation.  

Mode of operation; DG is relatively 
unencumbered by the rules of operation of central 
systems (scheduling pool pricing, dispatch, etc.). 

Ownership; DG may owned by Distribution 
companies, may owned by generation companies as 
the CHP and some traditional units and may owned 
by independent power producers or by the customers 
themselves. 

From above; DG can be having a common 
definition as relatively small electric power 
generation compared to the system they are placed be 
connected to distribution networks or close to the 
customers’ side 
1.2.2. DG major policy issues 

DG major policy issues can be summarized as: 
• High financial cost; relatively high capital costs 

per kW-installed power of DG compared to large 
central plants. 
• System frequency deviation; the installations of 

DG increase the burden on the system operator to 
maintain the system frequency.  
• Less choice between more costly primary 

fuels; Most DG technologies are based on gas. 
• Voltage deviations; the connection of DG have 

a significant influence on the local voltage level, 
reference [6] discussed the impact of DG on the 
voltage profiles. This does not need to be a problem 
when the grid operator faces difficulties with low 
voltages. 
• Change in power flow; an increased share of 

DG units may induce power flows from the low 
voltage into the medium-voltage grid.  
• Bi-directional power flows; make it difficult to 

tune the protection systems in the grid. An’ 
islanding’ situation may occur.  
• Lower reactive power; Medium-sized and 

especially small DG technologies often use 
asynchronous generators. These units are not capable 
of providing reactive power.  
• Higher harmonics; Some DG technologies 

produce direct current. Thus, these units have to be 

connected to the grid via a DC–AC interface, which 
may contribute to higher harmonics.  
1.2.3 Major benefits of DG  

Generally, the major DG benefits can be classified 
and summarized as: 
A. Composite technical and economic benefits 
(CB) 
• Standby capacity or peak use capacity; this 

leads to lower operating costs due to peak shaving. 
Furthermore, reduced reserve requirements and the 
associated costs. To serve loads in the event of 
sudden or unexpected failure of operating generating 
units, utilities must maintain some generation 
capacity as spinning reserve. Spinning reserve in a 
correct amount has an equivalent effect to load 
shedding in controlling frequency excursions [7].  
• Reliability, security and power quality; in 

areas where voltage support is difficult, DG can 
contribute because connecting DG generally leads to 
a rise in voltage in the network. DG enhances the 
security of electric power supply.  
B. Technical benefits (TB)  
• Climate, environmental, and health concerns; 

an overall reduction of CO2-equivalent emissions up 
to 4% seems a technically feasible scenario [8]. In 
addition, DG reduces health care costs due to 
improved environment and reduces fuel costs due to 
increased overall efficiency [9].  
• Grid support; stabilize a dropping frequency 

due to a sudden under capacity or excess demand.  
C. Economic benefits (EB) 
• Constraints on the construction of new 

transmission lines; DG acts as a bypass for 
transmission and distribution costs and for public 
opposition to building new transmission lines on 
environmental grounds. Moreover, well-chosen DG 
locations can also contribute to reduced grid losses. 
• Developments in DG technologies; some DG 

technologies reduce operation and maintenance costs 
of the generation units. 

Many researchers recently have studied DG sitting 
and sizing problems. In [10] an analytical method is 
proposed to determine the optimal location of DG to 
minimize the power loss of the system. In [11] the 
DG location problem was considered concerning the 
power loss and voltage drop using a multi-objective 
index. In [12], an optimal sitting was determined by 
sensitivity analysis of the power flow equations. An 
optimal DG size and sitting for optimizing system 
voltages was presented in [13]. Reference [14] 
presented a genetic algorithm based DG placement 
technique for minimizing the total power losses. 

This paper proposes a flexible optimal approach to 
plan for maximization the required benefits from the 
DG, which may be one or a combination of 
attributes. 
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 The CB (voltage profile improvement (VPI) and 
spinning reserve increasing (SRI)) and EB (line loss 
reduction (LLR) and power flow reduction (PFR)) 
are optimized in this paper to reduce the voltage and 
frequency deviations.  

The use of conventional linear programming (LP) 
technique has the popular one may use due to the 
simplicity of system modeling and objectives. The 
LP can be defined by an optimization of a linear 
objective functions and linear constraints. Some of 
LP applications are listed and reported as follow: 
Optimal power flow problems [15], Security control 
calculations and optimizations in references [16-18], 
Power dispatch problems and emergency control 
[19], Optimal preventive control actions [20]. 

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
The optimal sitting and sizing for DG installations 

for maximum required benefits lead to the highest 
value of overall benefits of DG by achieving some 
objective functions with system constrains. 
2.1 Objective Functions 

By comparing and taking the ratio of a measure of 
an attribute with and without DG (with the loads 
served being the same), an index can be derived for 
any attribute: 

 

2.1.1. Single Objective optimizations 
 

    A. Voltage Profile Improvement (VPI) 

      Max 100*
VP

        VP-VP%VPI
DG/wo

DG/woDG/w=  (1) 

While the general expression for the voltage profile 

(VP) is      W*LVVP vi
N

1i
ii∑=

=
 (2) 

1Wvi
N

1i
=∑

=
     (3) 

where: 
VPI % Percentage of voltage profile 

improvement. 
VP DG/w  VP index of the system with DG, pu. 

VP DG/wo  Voltage profile index without DG, pu. 
Vi  Voltage magnitude at bus i. 

viW  Weighting factor for load bus i. 

iL  Load at bus i, pu. 
N Total buses number 

B. Total Spinning Reserve Increasing (SRI) 

Max 100*
SR

SRSRSRI%
DG/wo

DG/woDG/w −
=  (4) 

However, the spinning reserve (SR) is given as: 

∑ −+∑ −=
==

NDG

1d
d

max
d

NG

1g
DG/gw

max
gDG/w )pgPg()pgPg(SR  (5) 

 ∑ −=
=

NG

1g
DG/gwo

max
gDG/wo )pgPg(SR  (6) 

Where, 
SRI%  Percentage of total spinning reserve 

increase in the system due to introducing 
of DG. 

SR DG/w  Spinning reserve with introducing of DG, 
pu. 

SR DG/wo  Spinning reserve without DG, pu. 

Pgmax
g  Maximum output power of the traditional 

power generation unit g, pu. 
pg DG/gw  Operating output power of traditional 

power generation unit g with introducing 
of DG, pu. 

Pgmax
d  Maximum output power of the DG unit d, 

pu. 
pg DG/gwo  Operating output power of traditional 

power generation g without introducing of 
DG, pu. 

pgd  Operating output power of DG unit d, pu. 

NG  Total number of the traditional generation 
units 

NDG  Total number of the DG units 
 

   C. Power Flow Reduction in Critical Lines (PFR) 

Max 100*
PF

PFPFPFR%
DG/wo,K

DG/w,KDG/wo,K −
=  (7) 

With 

W*PFPF pfk
NL

1k
DG/w,kDG/w,k ∑=

=
 (8) 

W*PFPF pfk
NL

1k
DG/wo,kDG/wo,k ∑=

=
 (9) 

Where 
PFR % Percentage reduction in power flow due 

to DG. 
PF DG/w,k  Active power flow in line k with DG, pu. 

PF DG/wo,k  Power flow in line k without using DG, 
pu. 

Wpfk  Weighing factor for power flow in line k. 
NL  Total transmission lines number. 

 

   E.  Total Line-loss Reduction (PFR) 

Max 100*
LL

LLLLLLR%
DG/wo

DG/wDG/wo −
=  (10) 

However, the transmission line-loss (LL) is given as 

  ∑=
=

NL

1k
kk

2
DG / wk,DG/w DRILL  (11) 

  ∑=
=

NL

1k
kk

2
DG / wok,DG/wo DRILL  (12) 

where: 
LLR  Percentage reduction of line-loss due to 

DG. 
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LL DG/w  Total line losses with employment of DG, 
pu. 

LL DG/wo  Line losses in the system without DG, pu. 

kR  Line resistance for line k, pu/km. 

kD  Line length for line k, km. 
I DG/w,k  Line current in line k with DG, pu. 

I wo/DGk,  Line current in line k without DG, pu. 
 

2.1.2. Multi-Objectives Optimization (Composite 
Benefits) 

A multi-objective technique is used to optimize 
more than one objective function simultaneously.  

A multi-objective optimization problem can be 
solved by using the weighting factors according to 
the planner selection for maximization the required 
composite benefits from DG. 

The weight factors can be highly sensitive 
parameters. A small adjustment can lead to a large 
shift in performance of the optimal solution.  

The overall maximal composite benefits of DG 
(OMBDG) can be formulated as: 

 

LLR%wPFR%wSRI%wVPI%wOMBDG 4321 +++=  (13) 

 With 1w0 i ≤≤ ; 1W
4

1i
i =∑

=
  and i=1,…, 4 (14) 

 where 1w , 2w , 3w and 4w  are benefit 
weighting factors for VPI%, SRI%, PFR% and 
LLR%   respectively .  

The choice of weighting factors depends on the 
objective (merit) that required to be more mitigated. 
However, if DG is introduced to mitigate a certain 
objective to overcome a specific problem (such as 
voltage deviation or frequency deviation), then the 
corresponding index can be assigned for a greater 
weight factor as compared to other factors. 
 

2.2. System Constraints 
2.2.1. The total DG number allowed: 

Maximum allowable number (NDG/MAX) is limits 
the DG number (NDG): 

NDG ≤  NDG/MAX (15) 

2.2.2. Traditional Generation capacity constraints 
For stable and secure operation, the value of real 

power output of each traditional generator using DG 
(Pggw/DG) is restricted by its lower and upper limits 
( min

gPg & max
gPg ) respectively: 

max
gDG/gw

min
g PgPgPg ≤≤  (16) 

2.2.3. DG Generation capacity constraints:  
For stable and secure operation, the value of real 

power output of each DG ( dPg ) is restricted by its 

lower and upper limits ( min
dPg & max

dPg ), 
respectively: 

max
dd

min
d PgPgPg ≤≤  (17) 

2.2.4. Power balance constraint:  
The total power generation from traditional 

generations and DG units must cover the total load 
demand ( dP ) and the total real power losses (LL).  

LLPPgPg d
NDG

1d
d

NG

1g
DG/gw +=∑+∑

==
 (18) 

2.2.5. Security constraints: 
The transmission line loading kPF  is restricted by 

its upper limit ( max
kPF ) as: 

max
kk PFPF ≤        k=1, 2... NL  (19) 

2.2.6. Voltage limits constraints: 
The value of the bus voltage ( Vi ) is restricted by 

lower and upper limits for that DG ( minVi & maxVi ) 
as: 

maxmin ViViVi ≤≤  (20) 

3. OPTIMAL PROPOSED APPROACH FOR 
MAXIMAL BENEFITS OF DG (MBDG) 

 

The Genetic Algorithms Optimization Technique 
(GA) is used for optimal proposed approach (OPA), 
in order to implement the search of the optimal 
solution. Because the GA needs scalar fitness 
information to work, it is natural to propose a 
combination of all the objectives into a single one, by 
using a weighted sum of the single objective 
functions. This methodology can be applied to 
generate non-dominated solution to be used as an 
initial solution [21]. 

3.1 Genetic Algorithm (GA) 
Advantages GA are the ability to avoid being 

trapped in local optima, and the expected number of 
function evaluations before reaching the optimum is 
significantly reduced compared with exhaustive 
search methods [22]. 

GA is an optimization method that employs a 
search process imitated from the mechanism of 
biological selection and biological genetics [13].  

The GA begins with a very large set of initial 
candidate solutions. These solutions are subjected to 
selection pressure based on relative fitness and other 
genetic operators that serve to advance in the search. 
Each candidate solution is known as a chromosome, 
and the set of all chromosomes is created from the 
previous set through the so-called genetic operators 
(crossover, mutation, etc.). In any generation, the 
fitness of each chromosome is defined in such a way 
that the chromosome with the highest fitness 
represents the optimal point in the search space. The 
higher fitness solution string has more probability to 
have more copies. This copying procedure is called 
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"Selection" as shown in Fig.1.Under certain 
conditions; it has been proven that the average fitness 
improves from one generation to the next [15]. 

The "Crossover" takes two individuals and 
produces two new individuals, used for innovating 
the solution strings. 

The "Mutation" alters one individual to produce a 
single new solution; it can help the solution strings to 
have a wider area of feasible solutions. After these 
three genetic operations, namely, Selection, 
Crossover and Mutation, the new generation 
solution strings exist. These new generation solution 
strings start the genetic operations repeatedly until 
the feasible solution is satisfied.  

The process of optimal proposed approach for 
maximal benefit of DG (MBDG) is shown in Fig.2. 

 
Fig. 1 Selection using Roulette wheel 

 

 
Fig. 2 Flowchart of MBDG 

3.2. Basic Parameters for MBDG 
Before running the OPA many parameters in GA 

need to be set, such as: 
• Population size (Pop) 

This is the number of chromosomes in a 
population, and describes the number of searching 
points. This factor is problem dependant, and must be 
increased with the increase in number of control 
variables. 

• Number of populations, generations 
(Npop) 

This is a sufficient number of iterations or 
populations that are required to get the optimal 
solution and it is used as a stopping criterion. The 
optimal solution may be obtained before reaching the 
number of populations.  

• Probability of crossover (Pc) 
This parameter is used to determine the number of 

chromosomes required to be included in the 
crossover process. Increasing this parameter 
increases the ability of GA to latch the global 
optimum solution. 

• Probability of mutation (Pm) 
The probability of mutation is usually small. The 

number of bits that undergo the mutation operation is 
determined by the mutation probability. 

• Solution precession (Pr)  
High precession increase the chromosome length 

and hence the computational time. 
3.3. Representation and Implementation of the 

Optimal Proposed Approach for MBDG  
A. State and power level of the DG 
A string G of 5 binary bits represents each 

generator. The first bit represents the state of the 
generator (1 for on, 0 for off). The remaining 4 bits 
represent the power level of the generator, situated 
between 1 /16 and 100%. As an example, the string 
G = [1000] represents a generator working at 
minimum capacity; G = [00000] represents a 
generator which is not operating (or not existing); the 
string G = [11111] represents a generator working at 
full capacity. 

B. Location of the DG 
As each string G represents the generator size to be 

placed at a given node, the representation of the 
general location of the generators over the grid is 
straightforward. A string S is defined consisting on 
the concatenations of (G*no. of nodes) strings. This 
sequence with eight nodes system; S contains eight 
(nodes) × 5 (bits per node) = 40 bits. As any string, S 
describes a valid placement and size configuration of 
generators over the grid, therefore the string S is the 
chromosome used within the MBDG. 

The implementation of MBDG with eight nodes 
system  is done with generations consisting of 40 
individuals (each one has a different string S).  

C. Fitness of the individuals (objective 
optimization with constraints)  

The fitness of each individual is given by the 
objective function, and it considers a penalization if 
the constrains goes outside the allowed limits, plus 
another penalization if the number of generators 
exceeds a maximum number (is set to be 1.0). The 
fitness value F for any individual S is: 
 

F(S)=objective+C1Z1+C2Z2+C3Z3+C4Z4+C5Z5+C6Z6 (21) 
Where: 
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Objective; might be single or multi-objective 
function  

• N MAXDG / N  DG,  max(0=Z1 ); takes a 
penalty C1 if the number NDG  on solution S is larger 
than the maximum allowed number of DG NDG/MAX.  

• min
gPg,0max(2Z = − DG/gwPg ) DG/gwPg,0max(+

− max
gPg ); takes a penalty C2 if the value of real 

power output of each traditional generator with 
introducing of DG ( DG/gwPg ) lies outside the limits. 

• ,0max()dPgmin
dPg,0max(3Z +−= max

dPgdPg − );take
s a penalty C3 if the value of real power output of 
each 
 DG ( dPg ) lies outside the limits 

• += ∑
=

NG

1g
DG/gwpg(,0max(4Z ))LL() ppg d

NDG

1d
d +−∑

=
 

)PgPg()LLP(,0max(
NDG

1d
d

NG

1g
DG/gwd ∑∑

==
+−++ ); takes 

a penalty C4 if the total power generation from 
traditional generations and DG units did not cover 
( dP ) and (LL). 

• max
kk PFPF,0max(=5Z ); takes a penalty C5 if 

the transmission line loading PFK lies outside the 
limits. 
• V,0max(=6Z min - Vi ) VV,0max(+ maxi ); takes 
a penalty C6 if Vi  lies outside the limits. 

 

D. Constraints 
 If any of the constraints lies outside the limits, 

Crossover is performed between individuals, which 
are selected with a probability depends on their 
fitness. Mutation takes place with probability 0.0035 
for bit. 
4. APPLICATION 
4.1. Test System 

The topology of an actual existing grid is used, as a 
part of West Delta network (WDN) that sometimes 
suffers from under voltage, overflows and frequency 
deviations due to insufficient power generation 
reserve. The configuration of this actual system is 
illustrated in Fig. 3.  DG used are in tens of 
megawatts (up to 100 MW) because it most likely 
find their place in medium voltage sub-transmission 
systems. The main purposes of the OPA are to 
conclude how MBDG can be calculated and 
optimized. 

The test system consists of 8-buses and 7-
transmission lines. All per-unit quantities used in this 
study are based on a 100-MVA. This system consists 
of one conventional generator located at bus 8 with 
rating of 2.5 p.u. Resistances, reactances and the 

lengths of all lines are listed in Table1. The loads are 
located unevenly on every bus as listed in Table 2.  

The power flows are solved using MATPOWER 
and GA implemented inside MATLAB 6.5 are used 
to obtain the optimal sitting and sizing of DG. 

 
Fig. 3 Single-line diagram of the actual system under 

study 

The influences of varying the sitting and sizing of 
DG are also investigated using LP in which three 
case studies are simulated for assessing MBDG, 
which are:  
Case 1) DG located at bus 48. 
Case 2) DG located at bus 50.  
Case 3) DG located at bus 49. 

Table 1 Actual Test System Line Data 
 

Line No. From  Bus To Bus Length(km) R (pu) X(pu)
1 8 46 26 0.126 0.365
2 8 47 67 0.126 0.365
3 8 51 55.68 0.076 0.35 
4 47 48 51 0.126 0.365
5 48 49 36.36 0.126 0.365
6 49 50 15 0.076 0.35 
7 51 52 47 0.076 0.35 

Table 2 Bus Loads Data and the Assumed Bus 
Weighting Factors sets 

Bus no. Bus load Wv1 W v2 W v3 W v4 
8 0 0 0 0 0 

46 0.2038 0.1428 0.1469 0.1421 0.1445 
47 0.192 0.1428 0.1413 0.1431 0.1422 
48 0.096 0.1428 0.0718 0.1547 0.1132 
49 0.2158 0.1428 0.1550 0.1408 0.1479 
50 0.1500 0.1428 0.1081 0.1486 0.1284 
51 0.0713 0.1428 0.0369 0.1605 0.0987 
52 0.4713 0.1428 0.3398 0.1100 0.2249 

4.2. Results and Discussion of VPI% 
Bus weighting factors are significant in 

determining VPI.. To study their impact, four sets of 
bus weighting factors (sets 1 through 4), as listed in 
Table 2, are used to quantify (VPI %). The four sets 
are Wv1 (for equal weights), Wv2 (takes large values 
for heavily load buses), Wv3 (takes large values for 
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light load buses) and Wv4 (is the average between 
Wv2&Wv3). However, voltages at heavy load buses, 
before introducing of DG (base case), are relatively 
low compared to the light load buses. Therefore, VPI 
at heavily load buses with the introducing of DG is 
much significant more than at light load buses. 
Hence, the VPI% with bus weighting factor set Wv2 
has the largest value compared to others. 

Table 3 gives the optimal sitting and sizing of DG 
to obtain MBDG for VPI%. In this table, VPI% has 
the maximum value using the OPA (24.41) compared 
o the LP technique (24.26). However, bus 50 is the 
optimal sitting of DG rating 0.31pu to obtain MBDG 
for VPI%. 

 The variations of VPI% with DG sizing for 
different sets of weighting factors using LP are 
shown in Fig. 4. 

Table 3 MBDG Outputs for VPI: 
Results GA LP 

Optimal Sitting Node 50 Node 50 
Optimal DG Sizing  0.3105 0.300 
Best Weighting W v2 W v2 
VPI % 24.41 24.26 

Fig. 5 shows the influence of DG sizing  and 
sitting on VPI % using LP in the study cases giving 
the optimal sitting among the studied cases result in 
MBDG to maximize VPI% using LP, which is bus 
number 50 (case2), which is identical to GA results. 

 
Fig. 4 Influence of DG sizing and bus weighting 

factors on VPI% using LP 

4.3. Results and Discussion of SRI 
Table 4 gives the optimal sitting and sizing of DG 

to obtain MBDG for increasing SR%. However, bus 
50 is the optimal sitting of DG with rating equal to 
0.31 pu. The SRI% has a maximum value (63.1) 
compared to LP (63.075). 

 Fig. 6 gives the corresponding performance of GA 
to obtain MBDG for SRI% using OPA.  

Fig. 7 shows the influence of DG sitting and sizing 
on the SRI % using LP. 

 
Fig. 5 Influence of DG sizing and sitting on VPI% 

using LP 
Table 4 MBDG Outputs for SRI%: 
Results OPA LP 
Optimal Sitting Node 50 Node 50 
Optimal DG Sizing  (pu) 0.3105 0.3000 
Conventional generation (pu) 1.10 1.111 
SRI% 63.100 63.075 

 

 
Fig. 6 GA performance to obtain max SRI% 

 
Fig. 7 Influence of DG sizing and sitting on SRI% 

using LP 

4.4. Results and discussion of PFR 
Table 5 shows the power flow in each line without 

introducing DG and the corresponding weighting 
factors (Wpfk). However Wpfk take the large values for 
heavily line flows. 

Table 6 shows the MBDG to increase the security 
margin for the critical lines (PFR%). However, bus 
50 is the optimal sitting of DG with rating equal to 
0.31pu to obtain MBDG for PFR% equal to 
(42.0156) to maximize the security margin. 
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Table 5 Power flows without DG and their 
corresponding weighting factors 

From Bus  to Bus PF DG/wo,k  Wpfk  

8-46 0.20668 0.067725 

8-47 0.74803 0.24512 

8-51 0.57084 0.18706 

47-48 0.50678 0.16606 

48-49 0.38252 0.12535 

49-50 0.15166 0.049698 

51-52 0.4852 0.15899 
 

 
 

Table 6 GA  output for MBDG to maximize 
PFR%: 

Results OPA LP 

Optimal Sitting Node 50 Node 50 

Optimal DG Sizing  (pu) 0.310 0.300 

Max PFR%   42.01 40.70 
 

Fig.8 shows the corresponding performance of GA 
to obtain the MBDG for PFR%. From this Fig., the 
values of DG and conventional power generations 
outputs are 0.31 and 1.1 p.u. respectively. 

 
Fig. 8 GA performance giving DG and convention 

generation outputs to maximize PFR% 

Fig.9 shows the influence of DG sitting and sizing  
on PFR% using LP in the case studies giving the 
optimal sitting to obtain MBDG for increase the 
security margin, which is bus number 50 (case2), 
which is identical to GA results.  

 
Fig. 9 Influence of DG sizing and sitting on PFR% 

using LP 

  4.5. Results and Discussion of LLR: 
Table 7 shows the optimal sitting and sizing of DG 

to obtain MBDG for LLR%. However, bus 50 is the 
optimal sitting of DG with rating equal to 0.310 to 
decrease the line losses. This optimal sitting and 
sizing DG decrease the total line losses by (81.5%) 
using OPA compared to (80.7%) using LP technique.  

Table 7 MBDG Outputs for LLR: 
Results OPA LP 

Optimal Sitting Node 50 Node 50 
Optimal DG Sizing  0.310 0.300 

LL DG/w   (pu) 0.0256 0.0267 
LL DG/wo  (pu) 0.13855 0.13855 

LLR% 81.5 80.7 
 

Fig. 10 shows the influence of DG sitting and 
sizing on LLR% using LP for different case studies. 
From this Fig.,  bus 50 is the optimal sitting of DG to 
obtain the MBDG for LLR%. 

 
Fig. 10 Influence of DG sizing and sitting on LLR% 

using 

4.6. Results and Discussion of Multi-objective 
optimization (DG Composite Benefits) 

The MBDG for VPI%, SRI%, PFR% and LLR% 
are achieved using the multi-objective functions 
which shown in equation (21). Assuming all benefit 
weighting factors (w1-w4) are equals.  

Table 8 shows MBDG for VPI%, SRI%, PFR% 
and LLR%. Also from this table, the overall MBDG 
are obtained using OPA (81.5) compared to LP 
(80.7). 

Table 8 MBDG using multi-objective functions  
Technique VPI% SRI% PFR% LLR % 

OPA 24.26 63.100 42.0156 81.5 

LP 24.41 63.075 40.709 80.7 

Fig. 11 shows the influence of DG sizing on 
various DG benefits using LP for DG sitting at bus 
50. From Table 8 and Fig. 11, it can be seen that the 
DG has the great influence on (LLR%) and (SRI%) 
more than (PFR%) and (VPI%). 
Table 9 shows the optimal sitting and sizing of DG 
to obtain MBDG for maximal DG overall composite 
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benefits. However, bus 50 is the optimal sitting of 
DG with rating equal to 0.3105 pu. 

 
Fig. 11 Variations of various DG benefits with DG 

sizing for case 

Table 9 MBDG for DG overall  composite 
benefits: 
Results OPA LP 

Optimal Sitting Node 50 Node 

Optimal DG Sizing  (pu) 0.31 0.30 

Overall Composite 52.7 52.2 

5. CONCLUSION: 
An optimization approach has been proposed to 

maximize the benefits with introducing DG using GA 
by chosen the optimal sitting and sizing of DG. 
Multi-objectives technique has been successfully 
applied to achieve four objective-functions 
simultaneously dependent on the choice of their 
weighting factors. The results have been confirmed 
by LP as a conventional technique, which is used 
also to demonstrate the influence of DG sitting and 
sizing on the benefits. The proposed approach has 
applied efficiency to subsets of DG benefits, which 
are voltage profile improvement (VPI), spinning 
reserve increasing (SRI), power flow reduction (PFR) 
and line loss reduction (LLR).  

Simulation results obtained using actual system 
clearly show that DG has a great influence on VPI, 
SRI, PFR and LLR which has been assigned as DG 
benefits.  

It has deducted that DG sizing plays a vital role in 
determining the amount of VPI, SRI, LLR and PFR.  

The sitting of DG is also significant to DG 
benefits.  

DG sizing has a major effect more than the DG 
sitting. 

However, it should be noted that sitting and sizing 
of DG have only a minor impact on VPI and PFR as 
compared to SRI and LLR. Therefore, the choice of 
higher weighting factor for LLR and SRI yields the 
highest overall composite benefits. 
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